The following addendum includes the slight variations required to make the Diva Frame Wallet with a 7 1/2" frame.

The Diva Wallet pattern is still required to finish your project.

Cutting. (Page 1)
Follow the cutting directions on page one. All pieces from the main fabric, accent fabric and interfacing are cut the same length however the width needs to be 8" NOT 8 1/2". For example cut the body 8"W x 9" L.

Card Pockets. (Page 3, Step 6)
Assemble the card pocket unit the exact same way, adding one pocket at a time, etc… When sewing the center divider there will be one stitching line, NOT two. You will measure 4" from the edge and stitch from the bottom, to the top, and back down to the bottom.

Zipper Pocket. (Page 3, Step 7)
The zipper pocket unit is also assembled the same way as the original pattern however your rectangle will measure 6"W NOT 6 1/2" wide.

Complete your Diva Wallet following the remainder of the steps in the pattern. Add your 7 1/2" frame to complete!